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TechCorro™[PL] Heavy Duty Plastic Mesh 
 
Details 
Manufactured from polyethylene in either square or diamond shape mesh, this robust 
mesh is available in a range of sizes and thicknesses and is tough enough to withstand 
heavy components even when incorporated in layers.  

Oil and Chemical resistant, the mesh is re-useable making it very cost effective against 
traditional materials.  Its open mesh structure lets oil and swarf drain through the mesh, 
resulting in cleaner and easier to handle components and also allows air to circulate 
avoiding condensation.  

Additionally it allows TechCorro™[P] VCI papers, TechCorro™[F] VCI films, 
TechCorro™[FL] fluids and TechCorro™[E] VCI emitters to provide protective VCI to 
both sides of the mesh. 
 

Uses 
Replacing materials such as corrugated and waxed paper, TechCorro™ [PL] Heavy Duty 
Mesh creates a protective layer for use in metal, wooden or plastic stillages.  Suitable for 
packaging machined and engineered items during transit and subsequent storage, it will 
also minimise loss through damage.  

In addition to being used a layer divider it can be used to encapsulate components when 
using the mesh in sleeve format 
 

Supply formats 
Available in rolls or cut pieces which are subject to minimum production requirements, 
Separator Mesh and Sleeves can also be manufactured to the specific needs of 
customers. 
 
The mesh is available in sheets and sleeves that can expand to fit a very wide range of 
components. 
 
 
Corrosion preventive packaging products 
 
Technology Packaging also provide corrosion preventive packaging in VCI in films, including stretch 
films and shrink films, boards, PE coated materials, chips, plastic, powder; papers and a large 
number of special-purpose laminates.  In addition there is a full range of Barrier Foil Laminates, 
Liquid Corrosion Inhibitors and Desiccants.  Contact us for further information.  
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Contact us:
Technology Packaging Ltd
PO Box 44, Northwood 
Middlesex, HA6 3RA, UK
T +44 (0) 203 598 1919
F +44 (0) 203 598 5196
E sales@technologypackaging.com
www.technologypackaging.com
www.metalrescue.co.uk
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  Bags
  Rolls
  Sheets
   
  Corrugated paper  
  Cartons and boards         
  Chips 

  Various desiccant types
  In bags
  Bulk
  
  VCI Foams
  VCI Devices

  A comprehensive range of items including:-   
  handling equipment, heat sealing tools 
  packing benches, packing cases/containers  
  and more. 
 
  Polyethylene films 
  Stretch films
  Shrink films
  Laminated film products
  Bubble films 

  Oil based
  Water based
  VOC free and more…

  Flat papers
  Creped papers
  PE Coated papers 
  Reinforced papers 
  Laminated paper products   

  Plastic items with or without VCI such as:-
  netting, corrugated sheets, wire and more…
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TechCorro [B]
boards

TechCorro [BF]
barrier foils

TechCorro [D]
desiccants

TechCorro [E]
emitters

TechCorro [EQ]
equipment

TechCorro [F]
films

TechCorro [FL]
fluids

TechCorro [P]
papers

TechCorro [PL]
plastics


